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[1] Multisca!e composite models based on the Bragg theOl'y are widely used to study the 
normalized radar cross section (NRCS) over the sea surface. However, these models are 
not able to correctly reproduce the NRCS in al! configurations. In particular, ev en if they 
may provide consistent results for vertical transmit and receive (VV) polarization, they 
fail in horizontal transmit and receive (HH) polarization. In addition, there are still 
important discrepancies between model and observations of the radar modulation 
transfer function (MTF), which relates the modulations of the NRCS to the long waves. 
In this context, we have developed a physical model that takes into account not only the 
Bragg mechanism but also the non-Bragg scattering associated with radio wave 
scattering from breaking waves. The same mode! was built to explain both the 
background NRCS and its modulation by long surface wave (wave radar MTF problem). In 
part 1, the background NRCS model was presented and assessed through comparisons with 
observations. In this pmi 2, we extend the model to include a thil'd undedying scale 
associated with longer waves (wavelength cv 1 0-300 m) to explaiil the modulation of the 
NRCS. Two contributions are distinguished ilî the model, corresponding to the so-called tilt 
and hydrodynamic MTF. Results are compared to observations (ah'eady published in the 
literature or derived from the FETCH experiment). As found, takitig into account 
modulation ofwave breaking (responsible for the ilon-Bragg mechanism) helps to britlg the 
model predictions in closer agreement with observations. In particülar, the large MTF 
amplitudes for HH polarization (much lm'ger than for VV polarization) and MTF phases are 
better intel'preted using the present mode!. INDEXTERMS: 4275 Oceanography: General: Remote 
sensing and electromagnetic processes (0689); 4560 Oceanography: Physical: Surface waves and tides (1255); 
4504 Oceanography: Physical: Air/sea interactions (0312); 4506 Oceanography: Physical: Capillaty waves; 
KEYWORDS: radar cross-section, ocean surface, surface gravit y waves, wave breaking, modulation transfer 
function~ noti-Bragg scattering 
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1. Introduction 

[2] Multiscale models based on the Bragg theory are 
generally found to j'ail reproducing satisfactorily the 
behavior of the normalized ràdar cross section (NRCS) 
over a large range of radar jj-equencies, incidence angles, 
environmental conditions (wind and waves) and for the 
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different polarization states. In particular lllodels, which 
may provide consistent results for vetticai transmit and 
receive (VV) polarization, are riot in agreement with 
observations for horizontal transmit and receive (I-IH) 
polarization [e.g., Plant, 1990; Janssen el al., 1998]. In 
addition, lllodeis based on the saille them'y to predict the 
modulations of radar cross section along the longer waves, 
also exhibit discrepancies with reported measurements. 
This is particularly true for the HE polarization [Schmidt 
et al., 1995]. 
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[3] ln this context, the general goal of this set of Iwo 
papers (parts 1 and 2) is to present a semiempirical mode! 
of the NRCS which is consistent, in tcnns of both mean 
and modulation, \vith VVand HH polarized radar obser
vations over a large range of radio wave n'equencies and 
incidence angles. In part 1, wc presented thc model 
clescribing the statistical properties of the sea surfacc 
(inclucling statistical characteristics of wave breaking 
events), and the re!ated radar backscattering model includ
ing Bragg and non-Bragg scattering. In this part 2, wc 
extend these dcve!opments to infer the wave radar mod
ulation transfer function (MTF). 

[4] As deJined, the MTF is the linear response function 
re!ating the slope of the long waves to the wave-induced 
variation of the radar retUI11 [Keller and NlriglII, 1975]. Two 
contributions are usually distinguished, tilt and hydrody
namic, respective!y. The tilt modulation of NRCS results 
l'rom changes of the local incidence angle along the long 
wave (LW) profile. The hyclrodynamic part orthe radar MTF 
describes the contribution to the total MTF of the modulation 
associated with the scattering characteristics along the LW 
profile. Field experiments have been deployed in the past to 
estimate the radar MTF [e.g., Plant et al., 1983; Sch/'Oeder et 
al., 1986; Schmidt et al., 1995; Keller and Plant, 1990; 
G/'Odsky et al., 1999]. The collected measurements give a 
consistent picture of the MTF dependence with respect to the 
radar frequency, the wind speed, and the LW characteristics. 
The main features experimentally established are a well
pronounced dependence of the MTF with wind speed 
(except maybe in L-band) with a decreasing MTF amplitude 
with increasing wind speeds, an increase of the MTF 
amplitude with decreasing LW frequency, and an amplifica
tion of the radar scattering in the vicinity of wave crests. 
Under a pure Bragg scattering model, the magnitude of the 
tilt contribution is wind independent, and its phase follow 
the LW slope. Consequently, ail of these measured features 
must certainly be attributed to the hydrodynamic MTF. 
Moreover, another important experimental result related to 
the hydrodynamic MTF, is that its magnitude found for HH 

, polarization (after subtracting the tilt componerit) is lm'ger 
than that found from the VV polarization [e.g., Hara and 
Plant, 1994; Schmidt el al., 1995]. Following the Bragg 
theOly and using the wave action conservation equation 
written in the relaxation approximation lA/pers alld Hassel
malin, 1978], some success has been obtained to relate the 
measurements and the straining effects associated with the 
LW orbital velocity field. I-Iowever, such effects should be 
strongly attenuated as the radar frequency increases. This has 
not been generally observed. To explain the observed MTF 
fealures, Hara alld Plant [1994], Romeiser et al. [1994], and 
others suggested a wind stress modulation mechanism. This 
mechanism assumes a modulation cif the Bragg waves 
associated with strong variations ofwind surface stress along 
the LW profiles. According to the observations, this assul11p
tion implies that the magnitude of this modulation is vely 
large (normalized amplitude 10 times lar'ger th an the LW 
steepness) and with a marked intensification near the LW 
crests. However, in al! these stllclies, it was mentioned that 
there is no experimental evidence sbowing such strong wind 
stress variation in reality. 

[5] In the present development, we wisb ta emphasize the 
expected i)otential impact associated with the nonhomoge-

neous distribution along the L'vVs of small-scale breaking 
waves. As dcvelopecl in part l, our NRCS model takes inlo 
account both the Bragg and non-Bragg scattering I1lccha
nisms. The latter is associated with l1licrowave scattering 
l'rom breaking waves. Model calculations and comparison 
with available measurel1lents presented in part l, showed 
that radio wave scattcring From breaking waves cou Id 
significantly contributc to the NRCS at moderate incidence 
angles, especially for I-l FI polarization. Field observations 
by Du/av el a!. [2002] show that the breaking waves are 
very strongly modulated by the dominant surface waves: the 
normalizedmodulation amplitude was found about 20 times 
larger than the LW slope. While the wave breaking con
tribution to the background NRCS might be 8mall, one can 
expect that large modulations of breaking waves signifi
cantly affect the radar MTF. 

[6] To analyze the hydrodynamic MTF we will thus 
consider three contributions. The hrst one results From the 
modulations of the short wave (SW) spectrum at the Bragg 
wave number. Following our two-scale c1evelopment, the 
second contribution is associated with tbe mean square 
slope modulations of the second scale (tilting waves) by 
the third LW scale. Finally, the third contribution co mes 
From the modulations of the wave breaking parameters by 
LW. Romeisel' et a!. [1994] c1eveloped their MTF model 
accounting for the first two contributions (Bragg waves and 
slope of the second scale). The impact of the modulation of 
wave breaking on the radar MTF has never been analyzed. 
We will show that this mechanism may play a crucial role in 
the radar MTF at both HH and VV polarizations. In 
addition, this mechanism could explain the observed differ
cnce between VV and HH measurements, predicting larger 
amplitudes of the hydrodynamic MTF for RH polarization. 
To our knowledge, these features have never been consis
tently reproduced within the frame of a Bragg scattering 
model (neither pure Bragg model nor three-scale composite 
model). 

[7] It must be emphasized that, in our analysis, the 
description of SW and wave breaking modulations, and 
their subsequent contributions to the radar MTF, are based 
on the same energy balance equation. Furthermore, the 
model is based on a self-consistent description of the back
ground NRCS of the sea surface and its modulations by 
dominant surface waves. 

[8] In section 2, we present the main equations for the tilt 
mid hydrodynamic parts of the radar MTF. In each case, the 
contributions of Bragg and non-Bragg scattering pro cesses 
are described. Section 3 presents the model describing the 
modulations of the SW spectrum. Results for the different 
components of the radar MTF model are presented in 
section 4, while section 5 is devoted to the comparison 
between mode1 results and observations (data already pub
li shed and data processed for this stlldy from the FETCH 
experiment). Conclusions are presented in section 6. 

2. Radar MTF 

[9] The radar MTF describes the linear response of the 
sea surface radar backscatter in the presence of long surface 
waves (LW). The term LW implies that the wavelength of 
these longer waves is l11uch larger th an the correlation 
length associated with the shorter waves. Let us assume 
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lhat a LW with amplitudc A and wave numbcr K is running 
along thc XI axis: 

((x, 1) = ~ (Aei(K.r-Hlt) + c.c) ( t) 

where c.c refers to the complex conjugate. Under a linear 
modulation model, this LW will inducc a small variation of 
the sca surface NRCS, so that ut: = ert: + Gt: where the 
upper index p stands for EH or YV polarization, ert: is the 
mean NRCS and Œ'~ is the variation in the presence of 
the LW: 

(2) 

where &~ is a complex amplitude. The radar MTF M was 
originally introduced by Keller and FVright [1975] and in 
our notations it rcads: 

(3) 

that throughout the paper we use the term MTF to 
describe the LW-induced modulation of any quantity Y So 

the definition of the MTF My is: 

(4) 

where Y is the complex amplitude of the harmonic response 
of quantity Y to the LW (1), and Y is its mean value. 
Negative imaginary part of Y means that maximum of Y 
variation is shifted on the forward slope of the LW and vice 
versa. Correspondingly, in ail figures below, positive MTF 
phase means that maximum of a Yvariation is located on the 
forward LW slope. 

2.1. Governing Equations 
[10] To study the radar MTF problem we use the semi

empirical mode1 presented in pmi 1. In the J'rame of this 
model, we consider l110derate incident angles 8 (20° < 8 < 
70°), and the NRCS u6 is presented as a sum of a two-scale 
Bragg scattering part u~, and a non-Bragg scattering part 
CYl!'/;: 

(5) 

For the radar MTF problem, the NRCS for the Bragg part is 
written as: 

(6) 

where lP is the radar look direction, uO~. is the NRCS for the 
pure Bragg scattering defined by the surface elevation 
spectrum F,.(kb,.,lP) at the Bragg wave number kb,. 

(7) 

kb,. = 2k,.sin 8, k,. is the radar wave number, 8 is incidence 
angle, Gif) is the Bragg scattering geometric coefficient, gp 
is the coefficient accounting for the tilting effect of longer 
surface waves canying Bragg waves (see part l for more 

details). \Vith respect to the expression of g" usee! in part 1 

(see part l, cquation (33», a simplificd (orm is used here by 
omitting the cross-polarization term, so lhat 

(8) 

[n (6), \1(2 is the mean square slope (mss) of the so-called 
tilting waves associated with the second scale. It is given 
by: 

\1(2 = J' t J3(k, lp')dl(J' d ln k 
. '/k<k-t 

(9) 

where kt is the upper limit orthe tilting waves range (chosen 
as kt = 1 15kl!!"), B is the curvature spectrum (defined as B(k) = 
k4F(k). 

[II] The NRCS associated with the non-Bragg scattering 
is written as: 

( lO) 

where uo ll,,,(8) is the NRCS of the surface areas with 
enhancec! roughness generated by breaking waves and was 
defined in part 1 as 

S,~'b is the mean square slope of the breaker surface (assumed 
isotropic and wind independent), E'l'b is a constant 
proportional to the ratio of breaker thickness to its length, 
and q is the fraction of the sea sui'face covered by breaking 
zones. Quantity q is parameterized via the length of the 
breaking fronts A(k) of the wind waves with wave number 
vectors k in the range from k to k + dk as: 

q = Cq 1 ri A(k)dk 
k<k-/lb 

( 12) 

It is important to recall that in the equilibrium gravity range 
of the spectn.1l11, A(k) is a function of the saturation 
spectrum B(k) parameterized according to equation (57) in 
part 1. As explained in part l, Cq is a constant of the order 
of 10, k/l" = 0.1 k,. (k,. is radar wave number) is the upper 
limit of the range of breaking waves providing non-Bragg 
scattering, and constants S,~'b and Ell'b in (11) are S,~'b = 0.19, 
Ell'b = 0.05. ln the equilibrium gravit y range of the spectmm, 
A(k) is a functÎon of the satmation spectrum (part l, 
equation (57». 

[12] For the NRCS of the Bragg part (6), we neglect here 
the cross correlation between tilt and hydrodynamic mod
ulations. As discussed in part l, this tenn does not signifi
cantly contribute to the NRCS. In the pure tilt effect, we 
further neglect here the angular dependence of the mean 
square slope of tilting waves. In the non-Bragg scattering 
component, we also omit the tenn responsible for the 
anisotropy in azimuth. Throughout the paper we will need 
estimates of the contribution of wave breaking (non-Bragg 
scattering) to the total NRCS;PI'(8) = ull'b(8)jut:(8). 

[13] This quantity is shown in Figure 1 as a function of 
incidence angle for C-band (radar wavelength about 5 cm), 
VVand HE polarization, and for wind speeds of 5 and 15 m 

" 
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Figure 1. Ratio of non-Bragg scattering to the total NRCS 
(PP = all'I/a{f) as a function of the incidence angle for a 
wind speed of 5 mis (dashed lines) and 15 mis (solid lines). 
C-band, VV polarization (left plot), HH polarization (right 
plot). 

S-I. At VV polarization, the contribution of the non-Bragg 
scattering is small, less th an 20% (except for small inci
dence angles and high wind conditions, where P"" reaches 
40%). At HI-I polarization the impact of wave breaking on 
the NRCS is stronger, but remains less than 50% in the 
intermediate range of incidence angles (40° :s; 8 :s; 60°). In 
contras t, at larger incidence angles (8 2: 60°) and HH 
polarization, breaking of waves domina tes the radar return. 
Similar results are obtained at other radar wavelengths. As 
discussed in part l, this higher sensitivity of HH radar cross 
section to wave breaking with respect to the V,V polar
ization case, is responsible for the significant deviation of 
the polarization ratio from the Bragg scattering prediction. 

[14] To apply the proposed model, we need to define the 
range of wave numbers involved in the different processes 
(the model is a three-scale mode!). We assume that the wave 
number K of the LW modulating the NRCS, is significantly 
smaller than both the wave numbers kt defining the upper 
limit of tilting waves and the wave number k"b which 
defines the upper limit of the range of breaking waves 
(i.e., K « kt, k"b)' We also assume that the lower limit kil/ad 
of the range of short waves, which experience modulations 
correlated with LW, is much lm'ger than the LW wave 
number K (kil/ad = 10 K). The smallest scale k- I = ki;;l is 
responsible for the resonant Bragg scattering. Waves of the 
intenuediate scales from k;;'~d to kt- I 

R;; k-;;/! are responsible 
for the tilting of the Bragg waves and for the non-Bragg 
scattering. 

[15] The standard procedure of linear decomposition of 
Mf: gives the following expression for the snmll disturban
ces of the NRCS caused by modulatillg LW, which in tenus 
of the radar MTF Mf: reads: 

J'vf~ = Mf' -1- Mf: (13) 

The first tenn MI' describes LW-induced variations in the 
NRCS due to changes of the local incidence angle (under 
the invariable wave properties providing the radar return). 
According to the accepted terminology, this term is 
attributecl to the tilt part of the radar MTF. The second 
tenn M/,J describes LW-incluced variations of the NRCS 
caused by modulations of the surface waves of the 
intermediate scales providing both Bragg and non-Bragg 
scattering (under constant incidence angle). This part of the 
radar MTF is attributed to the so-called hydrodynamic MTF. 

This rcprcscntation of thc radar lYITF (for the real aperture 
radar) as sLim of tilt and hydrodynamic lYITF is the result of 
the linear decomposition of thc NRCS on small variations 
caused by LW. The physical meaning of cach of the raclar 
lYITF components is clear: MI' is due to the impact of 
varying local incidence, whereas Mf,' is rclated to the 
varying surface scattering features (independently on what 
concrete scattering mcchanism occurs in reality). Below 
within the frame of the proposed semiempirical NRCS 
model of part l, we derive equations for the tilt and 
hydrodynamic parts orthe radar MTF, and then compare the 
model predictions with measurements. 

2.2. Tilt MTF 
[16] lf<.p is the antenna direction, and LW are supposed to 

propagate along the XI axis, then the tilt MTF is definecl as: 

p • 1 8a~(0) 
Mi = t ab(O) ao cosljJ (14) 

Using (5) for the total NRCS with Bragg and non-Bragg 
components from (6) and (10) respectively, the tilt MTF is 
thus: 

where pp is the ratio of non-Bragg scattering to the total 
NRCS, M:~ is the tilt MTF for the pure Bragg scattering, M~ 
is the contribution of the intennediate-scale tilting waves, 
A1'lI'b is the tilt MTF for the non-Bragg scattering. These 
components are: 

J'vIP = i_l_ 8a~br 
lb abbr 80 (16) 

gP\lç2 1 8gP 
M{;=i 1 __ 

1 -1- gP\lçf gP 80 
(17) 

(18) 

l's is the ratio of the me an square slope contained in the 
range of intermediate scales (kll/od < k < kt) to the mss \lç2 
relative to the full range of tilting waves k < kt, and 1''1 is the 
ratio of the fraction of the sea surface covered by enhanced 
roughlless generated by breaking of waves of intennediate 
scales to the total q defined by (12). Note that the tilt MTF 
(as weIl as each of its components) is a pure imaginary 
number, whose phase is +1\12 or -Ti/2 depending on 
antenna direction. 

[17] In Figure 2, the tilt MTF amplitude relative to the 
pure Bragg scattering model ((16), clottedlines), composite 
Bragg scattering model (SUl11 of (16) and (l7), dashed line) 
and total NRCS mode! ((15), solid lines) are shown as a 
f'llllction of incidence angle (conditions are wind speed 10 
mis, C-bancl, and upwind looking direction). Due to the 
smaU contribution of wave breaking to the NRCS at VV 
polarization (see Figure 1), M/I' is mainly clefinecl by the 
pure Bragg scattering mechanism. Accounting for the 
tilting waves and non-Bragg scattering influences only 
slightly the tilt MTF at VV polarization. In contrast at 
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the folded spectrul11 Br(k) = 1/2(8(k) + B( -k)), and has the 
following fonn: 

) / ( ( ) B(k/Jl) ) B( -k/Jl.)) I\IIIO(k/>l' = 1 2 1\1 k /Jl · --(---) + M( -k/J/' ( ) 
13,. k/J,. B,. - k/J/' (20) 

M"s fo11ows from (9): 

20 40 60 
Incidence anglo, deg. 

BD °0~--~2~0---4~0---6~0---fl~D~ 
Incidence angle, cleg. 

(21 ) 
""t.Ulmll'·" 2. Tilt part of the radar MTF versus incident angle 

to the pure Bragg model (dotted lines), the 
posite Bragg model (dashed lines), and the total 

'ng model (solid lines), Left panel is for VV 
. on, and right panel is for HH polarization. 

wind speed 10 mis, C-band, upwind radar look 

polarization, the impact of tilting waves causes a 
'!!ê'Sll~II1I11Cmll· deviation of the Bragg scattering tilt MTF from 

the pure Bragg tilt MTF. In addition, the influence of the 
scattering on the tilt MTF is very strong. The 

1 tilt MTF M/'" is more or less close to AIti" at 
'!!0:'lIlVUt;j(llt; incidence angles (30°-45°). At lat'ger incidence 

't significantly deviates from the Bragg MTF, and rapidly 
. Such a behavior is first explailled by the fact that at 
incidence angle) wave breaking dominates the NRCS 

Figure 1). In these conditions, the total tilt MTF is 
ii}~orr""'I'I,,>rl by J'V[tlVb given by (18), with (11) to express ŒO",b. 

~""UL"'~ at large incidence angle, ŒOlVb is dominated by the 
02·""_'''''' tenn of (11) which is a constant, lvIIII'b and hence 

total tilt MTF tends to zero at large e. 
[IS] It is impOliant to note that, according to (15), (16), 
7), and (18) the tilt MTF is wind dependent. This is 

due to the wind speed dependence of the ratio pp of 
scattering to the total NRCS (see Figure 1 for C

Indee,d, the tilt MTF for pure Bragg and non-Bragg 
~;;o~of+~";,, ((16) and (18)) do not depend on wind speed, and 

ence with wind speed of the tilting waves of the 
i)[lllte:nlledilate scale (in (17)) is relatively smal1. 

Hydmdynamic Part of MTF 
[19] According to the developed scattering model and to 

linear decomposition of the surface NRCS, the hydro
part of the radar MTF M" is represented as a sum 

three contributions related to the modulation of Bragg 
:1i§ .. UVULlt;lU·1 waves, to the variation of the mean square slope 

the tilting waves, and to wave breaking modulation. 
[20] The Bragg part of hydrodynamic MTF is deduced 

(6): 

( 19) 

Mw = ŒOhr/(UO/n·KA) is associated with the mod
of Bragg scattering waves, and AI"s with the mean 
slope modulation of the tilting waves of the 

.~·lll1tp.rf11.vl scales. lvI"o and AI"s can both be expressed in 
of the wave directional spectrum MTF: M = Ê(k)/ 

. The pure Bragg contribution M"o is defined via 

The modulation associatecl with the breaking waves at 
intermecliate scales (klllod < k < kl\'h) follO\o\'s (10) ancl (12) 
and can be written in terIns of wave spectrum MTF as: 

l'k-lI'b k-I A(k)M(k)dk 
\ I

f 
- ( 1 1)' k-mod j "hll'h - I1g -- ""---;ê=r"----k--:,--I j-'-\(c-

k
-7-)-d'---k-

.Jk<k-lI'b 
(22) 

where llg is relatecl to the wincl exponent m of the wave 
curvature spectrum B(k) in the gravit y range (m = 2/ll

g
) (see 

part 1), To obtain (22), we have used the parameterization 
introduced in part 1 for A(k) : A(k) = 1I2r l (B(k)/ex)"g + 1 

(ex is a constant). (22) says that since wave breaking 
quantities are dependent on the spectrallevel, its modulation 
by LW results in wave breaking modulation. As it was 
shown in part l, the main contribution to wave breaking 
comes from the shortest breaking waves. Hence, LWs 
(whose wavelengths are much longer than wavelengths of 
breaking waves) should effcctively modulate the NRCS via 
wave breaking, Note that in Cl 0), if we had kept the tenn 
describing the azimuth behavior of Œ,,'b, as done in pari l, an 
addition al conh'ibution should have been taken into account. 
However, this term is (llg + 1) times sma11er than the leading 
one. With llg = 5, as stated in part 1, it is clear that this 
contribution can be omitted. Note also that with this value 
of llg = 5, the magnitude of lvI"l\'b is 6 times lar'ger than the 
magnitude of the spectrum modulations. 

[21] Finally, the hydrodynamic MTF contribution 
becomes: 

where pp as before is the ratio of the non-Bragg scattering 
mechanisl11 contribution to the total NRCS. Because pp is 
lar'ger for HH than for VV polarization (see Figure J), the 
hyclrodynamic MTF M" for HH polarizatio11 is strongly 
enhanced by the non-Bragg contribution compared to the 
VV polarization case. Furthermore, because Alhl\'b is large, 
ev en a s111a11 value of pp can explain a large value of AI" 
compared to it's Bragg component lvI"b. 

[22] To give a preliminary estimate of the role of 11on
Bragg scattering in the hydrodynamic MTF, let us consider 
the case of C-band radar with an incidence angle e = 30° 
and a wind speed of 10 mis. Under these conditions, the 
background NRCS model for VV polarization predicts pl'1' = 
Œl\'b/ŒO 1'1' = 0.25 (see Figure 1), and the tilting waves 
parameter gl'l'Vç2 is about 0,5. At HH polarization, p"" = 
Œl\'h/ŒO"" = OAO (see Figure 1) and g""Vç2 ~ 1.0. If we 
assume that M= 9/2 at a11 k (value 9/2 is the k-exponent of 
the wave action spectrum 8ln N/fJln k ~ 9/2 defining thé' 
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spectral MTF due to the straining; sce (28) and (30), and 
discussion in section 3.2 aller (45)), the estimates for the 
hydrodynamic part of the radar MTF for the Bragg scatter
ing model are M"" = 6 at VV polarization, and j);"'" = 6.7 at 
HH polarization. When the non-Bragg scaltering mecha
nism is taken into account, the total hyclrodynamic part of 
the radar MTF gives J\I'" = 11.2 at VV, and M" = 14.8 at HH. 
Two important conclusions can be given ft'om these esti
mates. The first one is that non-Bragg scattering may 
increase the hydrodynamic part of the radar MTF by a 
factor of 2 in comparison with the "standard" Bragg 
scattering predictions. The second one is that this impact 
of non-Bragg scattering is larger for HH polarization. To 
explain the large magnitudes of the observed hydrodynamic 
part of the radar MTF in HH (compared to Bragg predic
tions), other authors [e.g., Schroeder et al., 1986; Ham and 
Plant, 1994; Romeiser et al., 1994] invoked a very strong 
surface wind stress modulation mechanisl11 (with a normal
ized amplitude exceeding by a factor of 10 the LW steep
ness). However, the exact mechanism responsible for such 
strong wind stress was not described. Therefore, we believe 
that invoking non-Bragg scattering as done here is more 
adequate. 

3. Modulations in the SW Spectrum 
3.1. Governing Equations 

[23] To complete the problem we need to desc,ribe the 
modulation of the short wind wave (SW) spectTlllll by the 
LW. To consistently describe both the background NRCS of 
the sea surface and its modulation by a LW, the modulations 
of SW are based on the same energy balance as used in part 
1 for the wind wave spectrum. When the wave number k of 
the modulated SW is mu ch larger than K (hence the SW 
group velocity is much less than the LW phase velocity), 
variations in the SWaction spectrum f.! are sma11 (i.e., N/No 
« 1), and the wave action balance equation reduces to [e.g., 
Keller and FVright, 1975; Alpers and Hasselmann, 1978]: 

wave interactions, and the third tcrm Ipc(k) describcs the 
generation of parasitic capillaries by short brcaking gravit y 
waves 

This energy source is effective in the capillary range (Ihis is 
accounted for in the filler function (Wc/k)) and the gen
eration of parasitic capillaries r~sults in energy dissipation 
D(kg) of gravit y waves. In (26), D(kg) = wg -3k,/D(kg) is the 
dimensionless dissipation of short gravit y waves (with wave 
number kg, and frequency wg = w(kg)) generating parasitic 
capillaries (with wave number k); wave numbers k and k, 
are linked by kkg = k~ (where k,,! = (g/'Y) 1/2 is the wav~ 
number of the minimum phase velocity, 'Y is the surface 
tension, g is the acceleration of gravit y). Expression for the 
sma11 disturbances of the energy source can be fOLll1d l'rom 
(25): 

Q/w -[- (B(k)) wN ~ - (lI~v -1- (II -1- 1)~pJ. B(k) 

( () ) (
B(kg))] + ~pc Il kg -1- 1 . B(kg) (27) 

where ~ is a variation in the directional wind wave growth 
rate, ~pc = ~Jc(k)/B(k) is a parameter of the growth rate of 
parasitic capillaries, and N or Ii stands for the average of 
these variables over the LW. 

[24] (24) and (27) can be easily solved. In tenllS of the 
MTF this solution is: 

where T = (m)-l is the dimensionless relaxation parameter 
(24) of the spectmm, T the relaxation time defined as: 

where N is the wave action (N(k)_= wk-IF(k), with w the 
angular frequency of the waves), Q is a s111a11 perturbation 
of the energy source Q. In the equilibrium range of the 
spectrum from very short capillaries to gravit y waves this 
source has the form (see also part 1): 

where ~v = (~o - 4v/?/w) exp( -(lP - lPHi) is the effective 
growth rate (1J is the water viscosity), ~o = Cfj(u,,/cl is the 
wind growth rate in the wind direction (so that ~ = ~o 
exp ( -(lP - lP1I'l) is the directional wind wave growth rate), 
u* is the air friction velocity, lP1I' is the direction of wind 
velocity, lP is the direction of the wave number vector k, and 
w is the wave frequency. ln (25), the first term is the 
effective wind energy input, the second term describes the 
nonlinear energy los ses which are provided (depending on 
spectral interval) either by wave breaking or resonant three-

(29) 

T* = (w~/S1) and T pc = (w~pjS1) are the dimensionless wind 
growth rate, and dimensionless growth rate of parasitic 
capi11aries, respectively, IvI, is the MTF for the surface 
friction velocity. (28) describes the modulation of the wave 
spectrum B, resulting from the interaction of SW with LW 
orbital velo city (first term), From the wind surface stress (the 
second term), and from short gravit y waves emitting 
parasitic capillaries (the third term, M(kg ) is the MTF of 
these gravit y waves). The first term of (28) is the straining 
factor and can be rewritten as: 

k l 8N(k, <.p) 2 8 InN 
--- =cos <.p--
N(k,<.p) 8kl 81nk 

. 81nN 
Sll1(pcos<.p~ (30) 

(28) predicts an asymptotic regime of SW modulations. If 
the relaxation time for a given spectral component is l1111ch 
larger than the period of LW (i.e., T « 1), then SWs interact 
with LW adiabatically (only the first term remains in (28)) 

'" 
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and experience a simple straining \Vith the increasc of 
modulation on the LW crests. 1 l'LW runs in the crosswind 
direction, thcn SW modulations vanish. At high wind 
conditions (or for very short SvV at moderate wincl) the 
relaxation time may be much less than the period of LW 
(i.e., T );> 1). Then SW modulations due to straining (fïrst 
term in right-hand sicle of (28)) is negligible, and 
modulation of the wind surface stress is the only source 
of SW modulations. In this case, SW modulations are 
completely defined by the magnitude of the local surface 
stress variations, which result from dynamics of the airflow 
over the LW. As it follows Jl'om (28), spectral MTF in this 
case is M(k) >:::0 (2In)M", where 21n is the wind exponent of 
the spectra. Weil inside the capillary range, the mechanism 
of generation of parasitic capillaries dominates. Indeed, in 
this range the condition T );> 1 is fulfilled at any LW \Vind 
conditions. Moreover; at low and moderate winds, viscous 
dissipation dominates the energy losses, the ratio Tpch is 
close to 1 so that the magnitude of the spectral MTF in the 
capillary range is (n(kg ) + 1) greater than the MTF for the 
short gravit y waves. 

clynamics. We approximate the horizontal \Vind velocity 
variation inside the IR (zo :s: z :s: 1) by a logarithmic prol11e. 
We also assume that the surf~lce aerodynamic roughness 
along the LW surface can vary. Thus, in tenns of harmonic 
amplitudes the LW-incluced variation of wind velocity 
inside thc IR is: 

where Ûo = (KA)C is the amplitude of the LW orbital 
velocity, Cil is a constant definecl so as to patch the wind 
velocity profïles insicle the OR (given by (32)) and the IR 
(given by (34)) at z = 1. 

where 6"Û, = ÛI (1) - Îto is the wind velocity drop over the 
IR. 

[27] Thus, by the combinee! effects of the variation along 
the LW of the wind profile and of the roughness length, one 
obtains the following expression for the MTF M. of the 
wave spectrum, due to friction velocity variations: 

3.2. LW-Induced Surface Stress Modulations 
[25] LW-induced variation of the wind surface stress can 

play an important role in the modulations of SWs. To 
describe the friction velo city MTF M in (28) we use the 
model of the turbulent airflow over LW developed by 
Kud!)J[lvtsev et al. [2001b] with some simplifications. In 
this model the t1ll'bulent airflow is divided in two parts: the 
outer region (OR) at z > 1 (z is a distance from the wavy 
surface) and the inner region (IR) at z < 1 (after the study of 
Belcher and Hunt [1993]). The scale of the IR 1 is defined 

KI = 2K.u*/IU - 1(1) - CI (31 ) 

von Karman constant, C the LW phase 
and UJ(l) is the mean wind velocity along x, axis 

at z = 1. In the OR, dynamics of the airflow undulations is 
Ijj"·1U.,CU to the inviscid one, and the wind velo city profile 

from the solution of the vorticity equation is [see 
rt'~'m"om, et al., 2001b, equation (34)] 

/00 
·./z exp(-Kz')dlnz' (32) 

Û, (z) is the amplitude of the LW-induced wind 
variations, and ~ (z) the meaiJ value of U, over a 

In the OR the wave-induced wind velocity variations 
the LW crest (in the direction of X2 axis) vallish, i.e., 

= O. 
[26] lnside the IR, the turbulent stress is in local balance 

the wind velocity gradient: 

(33) 

wind velocity components Ui are the SUl11 of the 
Ui and of the LW-induced variation Ûi. To esti1l1ate 

fhction velocity MTF, we (unlike Kudl)J{lvtsev et al. 
b]) use a schema tic simplified description of the IR 

where MD"U = 6"Û,/(KAÛ,) is the normalized amplitude of 
the LW~induced horizontal velocity drop over the IR: 

Mt',u = 1 - 2C/U1(l) +2111- 1 (I/zo)' /00 exp(-Kz')dlnKz' 
./KI 

(37) 

(36) takes into account vanallons aloilg the LW of the 
aerodynamic roughness 20 (second term) as weIl as 
variations of the wind profile (first tel111). 

[28] Taking illto accoullt the modulations of Zo as just 
proposed, means that we are now dealing with the wind 
over waves coupling. Indeed, variations of the aerodymimic 
roughness length Zo results from the modulations of the SW. 
Form drag of the sea surface is supported by 1l10mentUl11 
flux to the "regular" surface waves, and by momentU1l1 flux 
due to the airf/ow separation from breaking waves 
[KlIchyavt~ev ane! JvIalei/}, 2002]. At moderate and strong 
wind, the drag of the sea surface is almost provided by the 
form drag. Thus, SW modulations influence the sea surface 
aerodynal11ic roughness, which according to (36) affects the 
surface stress variations, which in tl1111 stimulate SW mod
ulations (second terl11 in (28). This constitlites the so-called 
feed back mechanisl11 existing in the coupled systeli1 "SW 
turbulent airflow" over LW. This problem has been recently 
analyzed in detail by KlId!)lavtsev and Jv[akin [2002]. 
Including the complete theOly is oilt of the scope of the 
present application to the radar MTF problem. So, we 
propose an alternative, which is based on the same physical 
basis, but which uses a se1l1iempirical approach to describe 
the coupling. 

[29] ln tenllS of the sea surface roughness scale form drag 
can be expressed as 

(38) 
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\vhere the first term is associated to viscous drag and the 
second term is associated to the impact of momentum l1ux 
to waves and to the airllow separation Oi1 the sen surface 
drag. We express the second tenl1 as an unknown functional 
of the wave spectrum B(k). Then, variation of the roughness 
scale Z() dLie to the SW spectTllf11 f11odulation reads (in tenl1S 
of MTF): 

Mzo ~ zOI '/13il>;JMdk == zol (M) ./13<Tl;Jdk (39) 

where <[);] = f)<f>/8B, ancl (l\1) is the average MTF over the 
wave numbers k of the wave speetrum B weightecl over the 
function B<Ji;]. To clerive MZn accorcling to (39) we omitted 
the variation in u". (associated with the first term of (38)) 
caused by SW modulations via zo); the contribution of this 
term to M

Zn 
is ln(llzo) times less than the impact of the 

second term in (38). To eliminate the unknown functional 
.r <Ji;]dk, we introcluce the wind exponent moO of the 
roughness scale Zo: 

(40) 

which can be cletermined l'rom (38) as: 

(41 ) 

where the term/ll = 81n BI81n li.,· is the wincl exponent of the 
wave spectrum. Then the unknown funetional is: 

(42) 

wherc (111) is the average of III over the wave numbers k, 
weightecl by flmction B<Ji~ Thus, From (39) ancl (42), we 
obtain the MTF of Zo as: 

(43) 

The aclvantage ofthis equation for the roughness scale MTF 
(in comparison with (39)) is that the problem now is 
rcclucecl to the determination of an explicit i'elation for Zo 
and its wincl exponent. Kuchyavlsev and lvfakin [2002] 
showecl that wind over wave coupling theOly gives the 
aeroclynamic roughness scale which at moclerate and high 
winds is close to Charnock relation ancl at low winds is 
close to aeroclynamically s11100th surface. The latter fact is 
accountecl for in (38). [-Ience, to assess Zo and mOn in (43), we 
can simp!y use a semiempirical relation for the roughness 
scale. As in part l, we specify Zo as: Zo = {lvlJJu.,. -1- a*u~/g 
where parame ter av is a constant (av = 0.1) and {l* is the 
Charnock parameter (a* = 0.018). Then, (43) reads: 

(44) 

To prescribe the mean spectral wind exponent (111) in (44), 
we rccall that the roughness scale is defined by Iwo 
components of the l'mm drag: momentLim l1ux to the waves 

ancl the airflow separation. The former is supported by sv.; 
in a wicle wave nLlmber range l'rom capillary gravit y to 
gravit y waves clown to the energy containing waves. One 
may anticipate that weightecl wincl exponent of these waves 
is close to that typical for the mean square slopc of the sen 
surface, which depcnds linearly on wind speed. Breaking 
waves supporting the airllow separation are waves l'rom 
equilibriul11 gravit y interval where wincl exponent is 2111" 
Then fixing (Ill) as the mean value of the exponent rclati:e 
to the two regimes, we have (m) ::0::; (2 -\- Il.~)1(2ng). Ta 
estimate (M) we suggest that the main contribution 10 the 
form clrag modulations by LW comes From the SW which 
experience adiabatic modulations by LW (straining mechan
ism dominates SW modulations, and enhancement of SW 
OCCLII' on the LW crests). This suggestion is a re/iable one 
for the wave breaking (see Figure 4 below), and is vety 
plausible for SWs supporting wave momentum l1ux. Then 
(M) is estimated from (28) and (30) as (}\II) ::0::; EJInNIEJIn k . 
From the definition of N (N = F wlk) and the fact that the 
curvature spectrul11 B is constant in the gravit y and capillaty 
gravit y range (see part 1), this gives (M) ::0::; 9/2. Finally, the 
roughness scale MTF M zo reads: 

(45) 

With the value of /1 g cliscussed in part 1 (/1 g = 5), this 
equation predicts a roughness scale MTF M zo ::0::; 13 at 
moderate and high winds. As a consequence of the 
assumption that SW supporting form drag is modulated 
acliabatically , enhancement of Zo occurs on the LW crest. 
These results are very close to the calculations resulting 
from the full coupled mode1 of SWs and the airflow ovet 
LW developed by KudlJl(lvtsev and iVJakin [2002, Figures 5 
and 6]. Accorcling to (45), at low wind, rouglmess scale 
modulations vanish. This is simple but remarkable physical 
property of (45) inclicating that the wealcer is the fon11 clrag, 
the weaker is the impact of aerodynamic roughness on the 
LW-inclucecl stress modulations. 

3.3. Mode1 Results for the Modulation of the Wave 
Spectrum and of the Wave Breaking 

[30] Figure 3 shows for different conditions the amplitude 
and phase of the SW spectrum modulation M, calculated 
from (28) where ail the ten11S have now been clescribed. 3 
cases ofwave devclopinent are considered uncler a 10 m s-t 
wind speed: an "olcl sea" case with a LW of inverse wave 
age UIO/C = 0.5 (upper panels), a fully developed wind-sea 
UIO/C = 1 (middle panels), and a young wind-sea U1ü/C = 3 
(lower panels). Dashed lines show the model ca1culations 
when surface stress variations and generation of parasitic 
capillaries are not accounted for, while the solid liries are 
for the fltll mocle!. ln all cases the longest ll10dulated SWs 
(k < 100 rad lm) show a behavior typical of adiabatic 
modulations (the relaxation parameter T is smal1), with 
IMI ::0::; 9/2 and enhancement of the SW etlergy is 10cated 
on the crest of LW. In this range, there is no impact of streSS 
modulation whatever is the wave age. For SWs with a large 
relaxation parameter T but outsicle the capillmy range, Cl 00 
< k < 740 rad/m), variations of the wind surface stress 
significantly affects the niodulation in the case of swell 
(Ulo/C = 0.5) and young sea state (UloiC = 3). In the former 

'" 
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ity variations and generation of parasitic capillaries are 

taken into account, whereas solid lines are for the full 

the surface stress is increased in the vicinity of LW 
so that the phase of the capillary gravit y waves 

e modulations are dominated by the surface wind 
is shifted toward the LW trough. In the lat1er case the 
stress is increased on the LW crest, thus capillary 
waves are ellhanced on the LW ct'est. For the case 

= 1.0, the effect of wind stress modulation is weak in 
(l00 < k <: 740 rad/m). Finally, another noticeable 

of the model calculations is the large modulations in 
capillary range (k > 2k"y = 740 rad/l11). As it was 

ab ove, the amplitude of the MTF of capillary 
is al11pIified by a factor (l1g (k"y) + 1) with respect to 

amplitude of the MTF of the canying short gravit y 
This is so-called mechanism of a cascade modula
the parasitic capillaries. 

From the model estimates for the modulation of 
Spectrum CM) the wave breaking MTF (M/

II
1'b) (22) 

be calculated. Results for various winds and LW 
nUl11bers are shown in Figure 4 (dottedlines for K = 
rad/m, solid lines for K = 0.1 rad/m, dashed-dotted 

for K = 0.4 rad/m). Calculations were performed 
to (22) where the upper limit of integration k"'b 
to 2'IT/0.3 rad/m. Experimental estimates of MTF 

white cap coverage obtained by Dulav et al. [2002] 

cresls of modulaling LWs. Model calculalions also predict 
cnhancemenl 01' wave breakÎng in lhc vicinily of LW crest 
with large amplitudes for the l'vITF. Allhough lhe model 
predictions slightly undereslimalc the observations, the 
important conclusion is thal modulations of wave bl'eaking 
can bc strong cnough to signincantly a/l'ect the radar MTF. 

4. Model Results for the Hydrodynamic 
Compollents of the Radar !VITIi' 

[32] As described above, the hydrodynamic part of the 
radar MTF is defined by (23) where the Bragg scattering 
contribution (first term, M/ib) results from (19), (20), and 
(21), and the non-Bragg scattering contribution M/i"," results 
from (22), The SW spectrum modulation is defined by (28). 
The amplitude and phase of the cIifferent moclulating 
pracesses conlributing to these tenns are presentecl in 
Figure 5 as a function of wind speed: straining of Bragg 
waves (open circles), effect of the wind surface stress (opèn 
triangles), modulation of tilting waves (crosses) and wave 
breaking (stars). For Figure 5, we consider conditions of 
Bragg waves corresponding to a C-bancI racIal' looking at an 
incicIence angle of 45°, and a modulating LW with fre
quency of 0.15 Hz. 

[33] The first remarkable result which appears in Figure 5 
is that at al! wincI speeds, the amplitucIe ofthe wave breaking 
COl11ponent of the hycIradynamic MTF (lines markecl by 
stars) is Im:ger than the amplitudes associated with the other 
processes, This component provides a maximum of radar 
modulation occurring near the LW crests (see the right-hand 
panel in Figure 5). As it was m'entioned above, although the 
contribution of breaking waves to the total NRCS is not 
dominant (at least at VV polarization, and in the range 400 
.:::: e .:::: 60° at RH polarization, see Figure 1), the strong 
modulations of breaking can signincantly contribute to the 
hydrocIynal11ic part of the radar MTF. Effect of the straining 
of Bragg waves (lines marked by open circles) is large at 
low wincl speeds only (U < 6-7 mis). Amplitude of wincI 
stress modulations (Iines marked by triangles) is quite large 
at small wind speed CU < 6-7 mis), shows a minimum value 
for intemlediate wind values (6-7 to JI nifs) and then 
increases slightly again at large wincI. Maximum of wincI 
stress variations occur in the LW troughs (respectively on 
the LW crests) for wind speed sm aller (respectively lm'ger) 
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MTF amplitude is 22) with enhancement on the 

Figure 4. Amplitude and phase ofthe wave breaking MTF 
versus wind speed, Open circles and error bars are cIata 11'0m 
the study of Dulav et al. [2002]. MocIel calculations are 
shown by dottecI lines (LW wave number 0.025 rad/m), 
solidlines (LW wave number 0.1 racI/m), and dashed lines 
(LW wave number 0.4 rad/m). 
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Figure 5. Hydrodynamic components of the raclar MTF al 
C-band, incidence angle 45°. The left panel is for the 
amplitude of the MTF, and the right panel is for the phase of 
the MTF. Open circles correspond to the term due to Bragg 
waves when accounting for the straining ciTect only. Open 
triangles correspond lo the term due to wind surface stress 
modulations. Stars correspond to the term due to wave 
breaking. Crosses correspond to the term due to the mean 
square slope of tilting waves. . 

than 10 mis. Wind stress can significantly affect Bragg 
waves resulting in a similar behavior of the Bragg waves 
along the LW. This result pmily confirms the explanation 
proposed by Romeisel' et al. [1994], Ham and Plant [1994], 
and Schmidt et al. [1995], who suggested that strong 
amplification of the wind stress over LW crests is the source 
of Bragg waves modulations. However, our results indicate 
that amplification of wind stress over LW crest can OCClU' 

only at winds exceeding 10 mis. Modulation of the me an 
square slope of the intermediate-scale tilting waves (tines 
marked by crosses) is small (amplitude is about 2). The 
slope of these tilting waves increases on the LW crests, but 
the small amplitude of their modulation does not signifi
cantly affect the hydrodynamic MTF. 

[34] Results discussed here are qualitative1y similar for 
other radar wavelength conditions (from Ka-band to C
band) and other LW frequencies. In contrast, results at L
band are significantly different as explained in section 5.4 
below. 

5. Comparison With Radar Observations 

[35] ln this section, we compare the model predictions of 
the hydrodynamic MTF with radar observations in a wide 
range of radar frequencies from L to Ka band. Except for 
the RESSAC C-band data, the hydrodynamic MTF has been 
estimated as a residual part between the total radar MTF and 
the tilt MTF corresponding to the pure Bragg scattering 
mode!. For the RESSAC data, the tilt contribution is 
estimated by (14). As discussed above, the "real" tilt 
MTF differs from the pure Bragg tilt one. However, at 
moderate incidence angle, this difference is not so signifi
cant and we can identify our model hydrodynamic MTF 
with the definition used in the experimental studies. 

[36] Figures 6-10 show the model-derived and observed 
amplitudes and phases of the hydrodynamic MTF as a 
function of wind speed for Ka, X, C, and L bands at VV 
and HH polarizations and for an incidence angle 45°. For 
each simulation, wave and wind conditions have been 
chosen in accordance with the observations. To emphasize 

the l'ole of various scatlering mechanisms, we show the 
MTF for pure Bragg model (dashecl lines), composite Bragg 
scallcring moclcl (dotlccl lincs), and Jar the total model 
accounling for the non-Bragg scattering (solid lincs). 

5.1. COlllparison at Ka-Band 

[37] Figure 6 shows the comparison with rcsults 
obtainecl at Ka-band by Gror/slcy et al. [1999] (star 
symbols) ancl by Kuc!Jyavtsev el al. [200 la] (open circles). 
Conditions of observations are: for Grods/~J! et al. [1999], 
raclaI' wavelength 1.2 cm, incidence angle 45°, range of 
modulating LW frequencies 0.15 -7- 0.4 Hz; for Klldryavt
.l'ev et al. [2001 a], raclaI' wavelength 0.8 cm, incidence 
angle 45°, range of modulating LW frequencies 0.15 ..;-
0.35 Hz. For both data sets, bars inclicate standard deviations 
of the estimates from their mean value. The first remarkable 
fealures is that the experimental amplitude of the hydro
dynamic MTF increases rapiclly for decreasing wincl speeds, 
and the seconcl feature is that Ikhl at HH polarization 
exceeds IM"I at VV polarization. Also, according to the 
experimental results, enhancement of the backscattering 
occurs in the vicinity of the LW crests. These features are 
weIl known and have been previously mentioned in studies 
on the MTF problem [e.g., Hara and Plant, 1994]. 

[38] Model calculations (tines) were perfonned for the 
radar wavelength of 1 cm and for a 0.25 Hz frequency of 
modulating LW (which is a mean for the range of observed 
LW frequencies). In this case the Bragg scattering waves are 
in the range of parasitic capillaries (the Bragg wavelength is 
0.7 cm). Figure 6 a1so shows that the hydrodynamic part of 
the radar MTF according to pure Bragg and composite 
Bragg scattering models are very close. It means that the 
contribution associated with the intermediate scale is sma11. 
At VV polarization, the model calculations with the Bragg 
model reproduces reasonably well the observations for both 
amplitude and phase of the MTF. As it was discussed above, 
a large modulation amplitude in the capillary range occurs, 
due to the mechanism of generation of parasitic capillaries. 
At HH polarization, the Bragg model underestimates the 
observed MTF amplitude. Accounting for the non-Bragg 
scattering mechanism (solidlines) increases the amplitudes 
of the hydrodynamics MTF, improving the agreement 
between model and observations. At high winds, the ratio 
of non-Bragg scattering Œ",b to the total NRCS Œb at VV 
polarization is Œ",bIŒ'O" = 0.2 whi1e at HI-! polarization it is 
Œ"'b IŒ8" = 0.5. Hence the increased role of the non-Bragg 
scattering on HH polarization and the large amplitude of 
wave breaking modulation result in (according to (23)) the 
lar'ger amplitudes of the hydrodynamic MTF in comparison 
to VV polarization. Since the main factors governing 
hydrodynamic MTF (wave breaking and surface stress) 
(sec Figure 5) are enhanced on the LW crest, the phase of 
the hydrodynamic MTF is close to zero. 

5.2. COl11parison at X-Band 
[39] Figure 7 shows model and observed hydrodynamic 

MTF relating to X-band. Experimental data are given by 
Ham and Plant [1994] (open circles) and Schmidt et al. 
[1995] (plus symbols). Similarly to the Ka-band case, the 
amplitude of the observed hydrodynamic MTF increases 
when wind speed decreases, (for wind speed smaller than 
about 7 - 8 mis) and lM" 1 at HH polarization is higher th an at 
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Figure 6. Amplitude (top panels) and phase (bottom panels) of the hydrodynamic part of the radar MTF 
versus wind speed for K-band at incidence angle 45°. Left side panels are for VV polarization, and right 
side panels are for HH polarization. Open circles with bars are measurements by Kucbyavtsev et al. 
[200la] (radar wavelength 0.8 cm, LW frequencies of 0.15-0.35 Hz). Stars with bars are measurements 
by Grqdsky et al. [1999] (radar wavelength 1.2 cm, LW frequencies of 0.2-004 Hz). Model calculations 
of the hydrodynamic part of the radar MTF are for a radar wavelength of 1.0 cm and for a LW frequency 
of 0.25 Hz. They are shown by dashed Iines (pure Bragg mode!), dotted lilles (composite Bragg model), 
and solid lines (full model accounting wave breaking modulation). Conditions: Upwind radar look 
direction, LW aligned with the wind. 

is is even more apparent than at Ka-band. At 
e and high winds, the amplitude of hydrodynamic 
if HH polarization is approximately twice higher 
li at VV polarization. This fact has been often 
ed in radar MTF studies, but no explanation was 
1 far. 
,s well as for Ka-band model calculations of INft,1 
11 the Bragg scattering theoly do not de1110nstrate 
~rence between pure Bragg and composite models. 
ion of Bragg waves at Imv winds is caused by the 
straining mechanism (when M ~ éJ ln N/éJ ln k, see 

I1d their large amplitudes (IA1"bl ~ 5 7) are 
d by the sharp drop of the spectrum toward higher 
Hllbers (see part l, Figure 4). At higher winds 
! 0 mis) Bragg waves modulations are suppressed 
vind, and then the MTF amplitude increases with 

wind speed due to the dominating action of the wind surface 
stress (see Figure 5), but this increase is weak. At VV 
polarization, the Bragg model in overail agrees with the 
observation predicting correctly the MTF amplitude and 
phase. The model confirms the suggestion given by Ham 
and Plant [1994] and Schmidt et al. [1995] that at high 
winds the modulation of Bragg waves is governed by the 
willd surface stress. However, model predictions based on 
the Bragg theory apparently contradict the observations 
obtained for HH polarization. For HH polarization, the 
fraction of the non-Bragg scattering in the total NRCS is 
u",/,/u3" = 0.52 while for VV polarization it is u",bluo" = 

0.22. Model calculations of IM"I are th en found to be in 
better agreement with the measurements when the non
Bragg scattering are accounted for. They correctly predict 
the order of magnitude of IM"I, explain the observed 
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Figure 7. Amplitude (top panels) and phase (bottom 
panels) of the hydrodynamic part of the radar MTF versus 
wind speed for X-band at incidence angle 45 0

• Left side 
panels are for VV polarization, and right side panels are for 
and HH polarization. Open circles are clata from tlie study of 
Hara and Plant [1994] (LW fyequencies are 0.25 -7- 0.31 
Hz). Plus symbols are measurements of Schmidt et al. 
[1995] (LW frequency is 0.15 Hz). Mode1 calcu1atiol1s for a 
LW frequency of 0.2 Hz are shown by dashed lines (pure 
Bragg model), dotted lines (composite Bragg model), and 
solid lin es (full model accounting wave breaking modula
tion). Conditions: Upwind radar look direction, LWaligned 
with the wind. 

difference between hydrodynamic MTF extracted from VV 
and HH data, and give a phase of the MTF closer to the 
observations. 

5.3. Comparison at C-Band 
[41] Model and observed estimates of the hydrodynamic 

MTF at C-band are shown in Figure 8. Data plotted in 
Figure 8 as plus symbols, correspond to the data of Schmidt 
et al. [1995]. As for the Ka and X band cases, observed 
amplitudes of tbe hydrodynamic MTF at HH polarization 
exceed the amplitl1des obtained at VVone. For both polar
izations the MTF enhancement of the sea surface scattering 
features occur on the LW crests. Model calculations based 
on the Bragg scattering theOly significantly underestimate 
the observecl IMll, and there is a discrepancy between 
model and observed MTF phases, which is the 1110st 
apparent at HH polarization. Accounting for the modulation 
of wave breaking significantly affects the radar hydrody
namic modulation with respect to the Bragg case, with an 
increase of the amplitude (mainly in HB polarization) and a 
shift of its phase toward the crest of 1110dulating LW. 
Although the full model underestimates the observed ampli
tudes of the MTF at low and moderate wincls, it is in better 

agreement with the measurements Ih,m arc the two-scale or 
pure Bragg models. Moreover, only the full model gives a 
phase in HI-! polarization consistent with the measurements. 

[42] A fllrther comparison between model and observa_ 
tions at C-band is given in Figure 9, with data l'rom the 
airborne RESSAC racial' collected during the FETCR 
experimenL We recall that RESSAC is an airborneFM/ 
CW radar [Hauser et al., 1992]. Il operates at C-band (5.35 
GHz) and EH polarization. The range resolution is 1.56 111. 

In its nominal mode, the racial' beam sweeps the sea surface 
over the range of incidence angles 70 < 0 < 21 0

, and scans 
over 3600 in azimuth. Directional spectra are derived by 
analyzing in each azil11uth direction, the modulations of 
radar cross section within the footprint (about 1500 x 400 
111). ln this range of incidence (70 < 0 < 21 0), il can be 
assul11ed that the radar MTF is dominated by the tilt term, so 
that the spectrul11 of modulations (corrected for speckle 
noise) is linearly related to the slope spectrul11 of the waves 
(for wavelength longer than about 30 m). The tilt MTF is 
derived by applying (14) to the radar observations, dropping 
the cos l{> term. During the FETCH experiment, RESSAC 
was also operated in a second mode to observe the surface 
in the incidence range 270 < 0 < 41 0

: the antenna was fixecl 
on one side of the airplane while this latter was performing 
circles with a roll of about 200

• By combining these two 
different modes of operation, Hauser and Caudal [1996] 
developed a method to estimate the hydrodynamic MTF 
near 300 incidence angle. The total MTF is estil11ated at 
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Figure 8. Amplitude (top panels) and phase (bottom 
panels) of the hydrodynamic part of the racial' MTF versuS 
wind speed for C-Band at incidence angle 45°. Left side 
panels are for VV polarization, and right side panels are for 
and HH polarization. Plus sYl11bols are measurements by 
Schmidt et al. [1995] (LW frequency is 0.15 Hz). Model 
calculations for a LW frequency of 0.15 Hz are shown by 
dashed lines (pure Bragg model), dotted lines (composite 
Bragg model), and solidlines (totall11odel accounting wave 
breaking modulation). Conditions: Upwind radar look 
direction, LW alignecl with the wind. 
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'igure 9. Amplitude (Ieft panel) and phase (right panel) of 
le hydrodynamic part of the radar MTF versus wind speed 
:=-band, Hf-[ polarization, incidence angle 30 0

). Open 
ir·c1es are results obtained from the FETCH experiment. 
)ashed lines are Bragg scattering model predictions. 
)ashed-dottedlines are "pure" non-Bragg scattering mode! 
redictions. Solid lines are model predictions according to 
le total MTF mode!. Lines of the saIlle style show model 
alculations for LW with wave nUl11bers 0.08 and 0.15 radl 
1. This was the range of LW wave numbers observed for 
lÎs data set of the FETCI-I experiment. 

lcidence 30 0 from the ratio of the radar modulation 
)ectrum to the directional wave slope spectrum (derived 
om the first mode of operation). By combining estima tes 
f this total MTF in opposite directions (at i.p and i.p + /ï), 
ith the tilt MTF estimated at 300

, it was shown th an the 
nplitude and phase of the hydrodynamic modulation in 
Ich look direction can be estimated. Results obtained from 
.is method applied to the FETCH data set are presented in 
igure 9, together with the model results. 
[43] Model calculations were performed with LWs of 
ave numbers 0.08 rad/m and 0.15 rad/m (solid lines), 
)rresponding to the mean conditions of the RESSAC 
)servations. Only data for which in situ wind measure
ents (from buoy or ship) were available are displayed. 
lese reasons explain the low Humber of RESSAC data in 
gure 9. For the MTF amplitudes (left panel), the RESSAC 
\ta (open circ1es) exhibit a set of points with MTFs 
~hveen 8 and 10, as well as two data points with MTF 
, 15 and 2, respectively, both corresponding to very 
lsteady situations (both cases correspond to situations 
here a sudden large increase of wind speed occurred less 
an 2 hours before observation; they also correspond to the 
, dt· t 'tl l' 1 t hh 1 hh 'd /,h 1 hl, o a a pOll1 s WI 1 ug les (JOup (JOemss dn (JOup (JOdOII'II 

tios in Figure 15 of part 1). Il appears c1early that the pure 
'agg model (dashedlines) underestimates the amplitudes 
Iserved by RESSAC. On the contraJy, the pure non-Bragg 
attering model (dotted lines) gives llmch higher values 
etween 15 and 20). The full MTF model (solid lines) 
Itained by combining both processes, predicts values in 
)ser agreement with the RESSAC data. 
:44] For the hydrodynamic MTF phases (right panel of 
gure 9), we notice again that the full model (inc1uding non 
·agg effects) predicts phase angles between 0 and 20°, in 
reement with RESSAC observations, while the pure 
·agg mode! would predict a phase up to 600

• 

t Compal"Îsoll at L-Balld 
45] Figure 10 shows the hydrodynamic MTF at L-band. 
; in Figure 8, the data used in the comparison are from the 

study of Schlllidt et al. 1: 1995]. Compared to the previous 
cases (higher radar frequencies) the observed amplitude of 
Ikhl shows Cl weaker wind speed depenclence, and a 
magnitude, which is approximalely the sa me for both VV 
and Hl-l polarizations. Model calculations shown in Ihis 
figure are dominated by the straining mechanism. Hara alld 
Plant [1994] also concludecl that at L-bancl (MARSEN L
band data), the hydrodynamic MTF is primary due to the 
straining by LW orbital velocities except perhaps at very 
high winds. ln contrast to the previous cases, the role of 
modulations of wave breaking is Ilot significanl. Contribu
tion of the non-Bragg scattering to the total NRCS at L
band for a 20 mis wincl speed is 0"11,,/0"0" = 0.09 at VV and 
O"wbl(J{;h = 0.30 at HH polarization. For lower winds, these 
contributions decrease. This explains why the Bragg MTF 
model predictions are close to the total MTF one (except at 
high winds for HH polarization). The observed MTF 
amplitude systematically exceeds the model predictions. 
This is the only case where we do not get a satisfactory 
agreement between model and observations. We emphasize 
here that the observed amplitudes of the hydrodynamic part 
of the raclar MTF al L-band are 1.5-2 times larger than the 
upper limit o;:::j9/2 for SW modulation due to their straining 
by LW. Since straining is the only possible mechanislll 
(because L-bancl Bragg waves are too "inertial" to be 
affected by the wind surface stTess along the LW profile), 
it is hm'dly believable that the observed L-bancl hydro
dynamic radar MTF amplitudes relate to any SW 1110du
la~ion mechanisl11. The reason of such large observed 
amplitude is not clear for us. A plausible explanation is 
given in below in section 5.5 . 

5.5. Summary and Discussion 
[46] To sU111111arize the results of this section we con

clude that the hydrodynamic MTF based on the Bragg 
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Figure 10. Same as in Figure 7, but for L-band. 
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scatlcring mode! alone, generally ülils to reproduce meas
urements. There is no significant diffcrcnce between pure 
Bragg and composite Bragg scatlcring models. lt means 
that thc impact of thc modulation of the tilting waves 
corresponding to the rangc of intermediate scale is small 
and may be omitted. In contrast, the impact of 'Nave 
breaking modulation (supporting non-Bragg scattering) 
on the hydrodynamic MTF is significanl. Due to thc latter 
contribution, the amplitude of the hydrodynamic MTF 
increases and its phase shifts toward the LW crests. The 
non-Bragg scatlering modulation explains the important 
experimental finding that the hydrodynamic MTF at H H 
polarization exceeds thal at VV polarization. This feature 
has been mentioned in the past, but no quantitative 
explanation was given. The observed larger amplitude of 
the hydrodynamic MTF for HH polarization can only be 
attributed to the wave breaking modulations. 

[47] To explain the large difference of the hydrodynamic 
MTF between observations and models based on the Bragg 
theOlY, Ham and Plant [1994] and Schmidt et al. [1995] 
suggested the presence of a very strong surface stress 
modulation by LW (with MTF of the order of 10) with ils 
enhancement on the LW crest. However, up to now there is 
no convincing experimental evidence that such stress var
iations may exist in reality. In our mode l, the surface stress 
modulations are accounted for. They are provided by the 
airflow undulations over LW and LW-induced variations of 
the aerodynamic surface roughness. Model calculations 
presented in Figure 5 show that at low winds, strong wind 
stress modulations (with the MTF amplitllde about 10 or 
more) can occur, but the fact that the predicted amplification 
of the stress is over the LW trough is not suggesting this 
process as a plausible mechanism explainil1g thc observed 
radar MTF features. On the contrmy, at high winds (U > 10 
mis) amplification of the surface stress occurs on the LW 
crest, and its relatively large MTF amplitude (approaching 
5) confirms that for such conditions, the suggestions of 
Ham and Plant [1994] and Schmidt et al. [1995] can be 
considered as the most plausible mechanism of SW modu
lations. However, we again emphasize that only taking into 
account the wave breaking modulations supporting non
Bragg scattering brings the model to an agreement with 
observations at both VV and HH polarization. 

[48] Most of the experimental estimates of the radar MTF 
obtained from platfonn-based radar observations at moder
ate incidence use the Doppler shift to estimate the LW 
orbital velocity. LW orbital velocity is then used to estima te 
the wave height spectra and the radar MTF [e.g., Plant et 
al., 1983]. In the present paper, such data are taken l'rom the 
studies of Ham and Plant [1994] and Schmidt et al. [1995]. 
Plant [1997] however show that the Doppler spectra may 
not be used with the standard approach to estimate the wave 
spectrum at incidence angles exceeding 60°. [n the present 
paper, our simulations of radar MTF have not been applied 
to interpret observations at such high incidence angles. 
According to our model, wave breaking significantly con
tributes to the hydrodynamic MTF. Then, the question can 
arise wh ether il could also significantly affect the Doppler 
shi ft that may result in a wrong estimate of the radar MTF. 
As it was shown in part l the main contribution to thc non
Bragg scattering is coming from the shortest breaking 
waves (see part 1, equation (58)). This is simply due to 

the Illct that the shorter are the gravit y waves, the higher is 
the surfilce density of their breaking crests. The wavelength 
of the shortest breaking waves supporting non-Bragg scat
tering exceeds the radio wave wavelcngth by a factor of 10. 
The experimental evidence of the dominating role of the 
shortest wind waves in white cap coverage and in its 
modulation by LW was given by Dlliov el al. [2002]. For 
Ka, X, and C bands, the scale ofbreaking waves responsible 
for HRCS modulation is much less than the LW wavelength 
(hence they are slow and as weil as Bragg waves they are 
advected by LW orbital motions). Moreover at 11l0derate 
incidence angles (40° :S 0 :S 60°) at [-lB polarization, and at 
al! incidence angles at VV polarization they do not dOt11i
nate radar retums. Therefore, the impact of wave breaking 
on experimental radar estimates of the LW steepness via 
Doppler shift is not significant. An implicit evidence is the 
wel! known fact that at l110derate incidence (Jess th an 60°) 
wave lwight variance spectra can be deduced l'rom Doppler 
shifts assuming that they are caused by orbital velocities. 

[49] In opposite at L-band, the wavelengths of the short
est breaking waves supporting non-Bragg scattering are 
about 3 m and more. The scale of these waves is not 
negligible with respect to the LW wavelength, and their 
phase speed (associated with the speed of wave breaking 
fronts) may significantly exceed LW orbital velocities. In 
this case one may anticipate that Doppler shifts along the 
LW are strongly "contaminated," being in one moment 
caused by LW orbital motions and in another one being 
caused by wave breaking. Hence, the radar MTF for L-band 
may be incorrectly estimated. This may be a reason why 
observed L-band MTF presented in Figure 10 indicates 
large MTF amplitudes which by no meal1S can be related 
to the SW modulations. 

6. Conclusion 

[50] In part 1, we developed a semiempirical model aimed 
at the description of the NRCS of the sea surface at HH and 
VV polarizations, applicable at various radar frequencies, 
incidence angles, and wind conditions. The model accounts 
for the Bragg and non-Bragg radio wave scattering compo
nents, the latter being associated with breaking waves. 
Statistical properties of the sea surface (needed for the 
NRCS computation) are calculated through the wave spec
trum, which in turn results from the solution of the energy 
spectral density balance equation. In the case of steady wind 
and unifonn medium this model describes the background 
statistical and microwave scattering features of the sea 
surface. 

[51] In part J, il was shown that the behavior of the sea 
surface NRCS, and in particular the polarization ratio was 
correctly reproduced by the model only if the non-Bragg 
scattering due to breaking waves was taken into account. 
We thrther showed here that the contribution of non-Bragg 
scattering to the total NRCS is larger at l-IH polarization 
than at VV polarization, as illustrated in Figure 1. 

[52] Because ofthis important role ofwave breaking, it is 
also necessary to take it into account in the analysis of the 
radar MTF. This was the purpose of this part 2. When 
describing the surface, modulation of wave breaking is 
considered in addition to modulation of Bragg waves. This 
eEfect has never been elearly analyzed before. Experimental 
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J(ly by Dlilov et al. [2002] showed that wave breaking is 
:ry strongly modulaled by LW, ancl that wave brcaking 
Ihancement occurs on the LW cresls. 
[53] The moclel 0 f wavc radar fYlTF developed here, takes 
to account the modulation of Bragg and non-Bragg 
attering characteristics of the sea surface: Bragg waves, 
can square slope of the tilting waves (composite Bragg 
cory), and fraction of thc sea surface covered by very 
ugh surface associatecl \vith wave breaking. Variations of 
cse charactcristics along the LW are calculated through the 
odulation of the wave spectrum. Tt is found as a solution 
. the wave action conscrvation equation where the source! 
lk of wave action keeps the same fort11 as in the back-
0lIl1d problem (part 1). Effect of the LW on the short wind 
'Ives is expressed via their interaction with the LW orbital 
:Iocity and "vith variation of the wind surface stress along 
e LW. Weil inside the capillary range, wave modulations 
e mainly affected by the mechanisl11 of generation of 
lrasitic capillaries. Modulation of carrying gravit y waves 
sults in a cascade (and amplified) modulation of capillary 
'Ives. Modulation of wind surface stress results from the 
teraction of the turbulent airOow with the LW possessing 
e varying aeroclynamic roughness. To estimate the varia
m of the stress, it was suggested that the disturbances of 
rbulent characteristics are concentrated inside a thin IR 
~acent to the surface, and the airflow above experiences 
viscid undulations. Variations of surface roughness along 
e LW results l'rom modulation of SWs providing the sea 
l'face form drag, which consists of wave-induced momen-
111 flux to SWs ancl surface stress supported by the airflow 
paration l'rom breaking waves. Model estimates showed 
at large magnitudes of stress modulation (about 10 times 
e LW steepness) occur at low winds with its intensifica
m over the LW trough. At high winds enhancement of 
l'face stress occurs over the LW crest, but its amplitude is 
laller than at low winds. Our model calculations indicated 
at suggestions made in a number of other studies [e.g., 
Cira and Plant, 1994; Romeisel' et al., 1994; Schmidt et al., 
)95] that strong wind stress modulation is the goveming 
echanism responsible for the large observed amplitude of 
e hydrodynamic part of the radar MTF with its phase at 
N crest can be only valid at high wind speeds and for the 
V polarization. 
[54] Our calculations showed that modulations of the 
ean square slope of tilting waves do not affect cons id
ably the hydrodynamic MTF. Thus, the hydrodyna111ic 
TF results l'rom modulations of Bragg waves and wave 
eaking. Since the NRCS for l-LH polarization is less th an 
l' VV, the impact of non-Bragg scattering modulation 
Ihich is independent on polarization) is stronger tOI' the 
rdrodynamic MTF at HH polarization. This explains that 
e magnitl1de of the hydrodynamic MTF at HH polar
ation is larger than that at Vv. This fact has been 
entioned in other studies, but never been explained 
Iantitatively by wave breaking modulation. ln contrast to 
e pure Bragg hydrodynamic MTF, accounting for the 
'Ive brealcing may explain the large amplitude of the 
rdrodynamic MTF, and also the shift of the MTF phase 
ward the LW crest. Even in conditions where the con
bution of non-Bragg scattering to the total NRCS is not 
)l11inant (Jess than 50%), the strong modulations of wave 
eaking significantly contributes to the radar MTF. At I-II-I 

polarization, this contribution is of a crucial importance. 
While pure Bragg models of radar MTF fail to reproduce 
the observations, our model predictions of radar MTF are 
consistent with resulls from observations for both polar
izations and in a wide range of racial' frequencies (l'om (Ka
band 10 C-band) either taken from the literalure or obtainecl 
loI' the present study. At L-bancl, our modeled radar l'vITF 
underestimates the observations of Schmidt et al. [1995], 
which indicate amplitudes of the hydrodynamic radar l'vITF 
much larger than our model predictions. ln this case (L
band), we suggest that the technique used to estimate the 
radar MTF (based on the Doppler shift of the radar return) 
may not be appropriate. 

[55] In this set of two papers, the main driving paral11eter 
is the relative ratio between the Bragg and the non-Bragg 
scattering mechanism. As devcloped, this ratio has been 
consistently derived, according to the wave breaking sta
tistics resulting t'rom the wave energy balance equation. 
This ratio is enhanced at I-Tl-T polarization. ln contrast to a 
pure or composite Bragg model, the full model inclucling 
the non-Bragg l11echanism explains the clifference between 
VV and HH for the background NRCS. Il also helps to 
explain larger amplitude modulations near the crest of the 
long waves. 

[56] ln the next future, theoretical and experimental 
investigations should be clirected to better assess the occur
rence and distribution of breaking waves associated with 
elùJanced roughness areas, and the il' radar signature. Su ch 
stu.dies will directly serve efforts related to retrieve domi
nant ocean surface waves characteristics from spaceborne 
Synthetic Aperhlre Radar. This should also help to better 
determine breaking wave statistics l'rom remote sensing 
measurements, and henceforth to quantify l'rom rem 0 te 
sensing the critical role ofwave breaking in air-sea transfer. 
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